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Abstract: Recent mathematical, theoretical and experimental studies have confirmed via measurements on Earth Zwicky's 

hypothesis according to which the cosmological redshift is due to galactic light losing energy to intergalactic media without the 

expansion of the universe. The main problem of the ensuing return to a static universe is the inevitable prediction that the 

universe should collapse due to gravitational attractions among galaxies. In this paper, we review the historical inability by 

general relativity to achieve a stable universe solely composed of matter, and present apparently for the first time a 

cosmological model in which the universe achieves stability under the condition of admitting an equal number of matter and 

antimatter galaxies at such a large mutual distance for which gravitational interactions are ignorable. 
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1. Historical Notes 

The study of the origin, evolution, and eventual fate of the 

universe has always been debated by philosophers and 

cosmologists, beginning with Aristarchus, Aristotle and 

Ptolemy. In particular, the geocentric theory of Ptolemy has 

been the dominant paradigm until it was put into question by 

Copernicus, Kepler, Galilei and Newton. But it was Albert 

Einstein, who essentially set up the foundations of what we 

nowadays call modern cosmology [1]. 

Given the relative very small velocities of stars in the 

Milky Way, the general belief in the early part of the 20th 

century was that we were living in a static universe. The 

main assumptions by Einstein were that there is a system of 

reference relatively to which matter may be looked upon as 

being permanently at rest, and that the large scale structure 

and evolution of such a universe should be determined by its 

finite matter density. 

These assumptions implied a difficulty in the 

determination of border conditions at infinity, a difficulty that 

was solved by Einstein with the hypothesis of a closed 

universe without borders. But to achieve a finite matter 

density in a static universe, Einstein was forced to introduce 

the cosmological constant in his field equations for the intent 

of achieve stability via a repulsive force counter-balancing 

the gravitational attraction. 

Einstein himself didn't like the addition of the 

cosmological constant in his equations because it looked to 

him just like an ad-hoc hypothesis that achieved the desired 

stability but without explaining how the universe works. 

Numerous additional doubts on the validity of the model 

were expressed, such as those by Willem de Sitter who 

suggested Einstein to get rid of the lambda-term in his field 

equations [2, 3]. In essence, de Sitter argued that the 

cosmological constant is arbitrary and detracts from the 

elegance of Einstein’s original theory of gravitation. 

De sitter also proposed a model that bypassed the problem 

of border conditions at infinity in which space is basically 

empty, with zero matter density, zero curvature and no 

division between time and space (unlike Einstein's model 

where an absolute time existed), thus achieving isotropy and 

homogeneity throughout space and time. 

This solution was considered quite seriously by Einstein. 

De Sitter had used lambda to derive an empty model (so no 

finite density of matter) that actually satisfies boundary 

conditions at infinity. So the lambda-term went against 

Einstein's own beliefs (the field should be due to the matter, 

without which it cannot exist), and he persuaded himself he 
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needed to get rid of it one way or the other. 

With the passing of time, experimental measurements 

started to become available, with particular reference to the 

historical measurements by Hubble [4] on the redshift of 

light coming from distant "nebulas," later on called galaxies, 

according to the law z = Hd, where z is the redshift, H is the 

Hubble constant, and d is the distance of the galaxy from 

Earth. This view was embraced by Eddington [5], Weyl [6, 7], 

Slipher [8], Friedmann [9, 10], Lemaitre [11] and others. 

It appears that, quite likely, Einstein's main desire was the 

removal of the cosmological constant from his field 

equations because his main concern was to account for a 

finite density of matter in the universe, and since it seemed 

he could do that via other models, he was happy to cast away 

what he thought was a troublesome addition to his theory 

[12]. This doesn’t mean he approved the expansion and 

related Big Bang, but he didn’t like the use of an arbitrary ad-

hoc term to obtain equilibrium in a matter-only universe. 

Einstein and de Sitter eventually came up with a new 

model, known as Einstein-de Sitter model [13], that 

influenced cosmology for the next 50 years. The solution 

implied a homogeneous and isotropic universe, with zero 

space curvature, zero cosmological constant, and zero 

pressure, with asymptotically null expansion (see for more 

details, e.g., Refs. [13-15]. 

The aspect most important for this paper is that, to our best 

understanding of historical profiles, Einstein never explicitly 

acknowledged the representation of the cosmological redshift 

via the conjecture of the expansion of the universe. Although 

he didn't participate actively to the cosmological debate after 

his 1917 paper, he continued to prefer a stationary universe, 

as it is clearly demonstrated by an unpublished paper of his 

[16], written in 1931 and recently rediscovered [17, 18], 

where, after Hubble's paper, he developed another steady-

state model of the universe keeping into account Hubble's 

results, but, considering a pure matter universe, he apparently 

faced mathematical inconsistencies. The same position was 

adopted by Hubble and other cosmologists, such as Fritz 

Zwicky [19] who proposed the hypothesis that the redshift of 

galactic light is due to loss of energy by light to inter-galactic 

gases. 

In summary, during the first part of the 20th century, 

jointly with the initiation of studies on the interpretation of 

Hubble’s law via the expansion of the universe, there were 

also authoritative views that essentially implied a static 

conception of the universe, mostly according to Hoyle’s 

cosmology [20]. It is important to note that Einstein himself 

basically anticipated Hoyle's view in his 1931 unpublished 

paper. 

2. Recent Debates in Cosmology 

Even today, after so many years the debate is still open, 

with the so-called Standard model suffering of multiple flaws, 

and many scientists looking back at models of the universe 

that don't need a Big Bang, if not completely static. 

On May 22, 2004, an open letter was signed by many 

scientists and published in New Scientist [21]. In this letter 

they complained about the many inconsistencies of the Big 

Bang theory and its corollaries, stating that "the successes 

claimed by the Big Bang theory's supporters consist of its 

ability to retrospectively fit observations with a steadily 

increasing array of adjustable parameters, just as the old 

Earth-centered cosmology of Ptolemy needed layer upon 

layer of epicycles. Yet the big bang is not the only framework 

available for understanding the history of the universe. 

Plasma cosmology and the steady-state model both 

hypothesize an evolving universe without beginning or end. 

These and other alternative approaches can also explain the 

basic phenomena of the cosmos." 

Since publication, the letter has been signed by more than 

500 researchers worldwide. 

A group of those researchers created an association called 

"Alternative Cosmology Group" [22], that, as stated in their 

website, "is an open society of scientists from all over the 

world, dedicated to the advance in cosmology and basic 

research". In this site it's possible to find a wide variety of 

papers and articles presenting both observational results and 

theoretical research suggesting an alternative point of view 

on the evolution and fate of our universe. 

As an example, in one of the most recent articles [23], the 

authors compared the size and brightness of many galaxies at 

different distances from us, considering the most luminous 

spiral galaxies for comparisons, finding that, contrary to the 

prediction of the Big Bang theory, near and far galaxies have 

similar surface brightness. The authors "conclude that 

available observations of galactic SB (surface brightness) are 

consistent with a static Euclidean model of the universe", 

therefore "the redshift is due to some physical process other 

than expansion". 

It may be also interesting for the purposes of this paper to 

mention some other researchers that, even in the 

"mainstream" interpretation of measured redshifts, thus 

considering an expanding universe, completely disagree with 

the idea of a Big Bang and consequent dark energy and 

matter, and find in the repulsive gravity of antimatter a 

possible solution of the inconsistencies met by Einstein and 

others. This is the case of Dr. Massimo Villata of the Italian 

National Institute for Astrophysics (INAF) and Dr. Dragan 

Hajdukovic, physicist at CERN. 

The first one has developed a theory according to which 

repulsive gravity between matter and antimatter located in 

cosmic voids (and, important to stress, not detectable by our 

standard instruments) can account for universe expansion 

without need of dark energy or matter and Big Bang. 

It is interesting to notice also that according to his 

calculations a reasonable antimatter mass, located in a 

particular void, could account for a recorded local velocity 

anomaly of the “Local Sheet,” the part of the universe that 

includes the Milky Way and other nearby galaxies, by the 

mechanism of repulsive gravity. This local anomaly 

apparently couldn't be explained by a "dark energy" that acts 

uniformly throughout the space [24, 25]. As the author states 

"Through simple dynamical considerations, we find that the 
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Local Void could host an amount of antimatter roughly 

equivalent to the mass of a typical supercluster, thus 

restoring the matter-antimatter symmetry. Like matter, 

antimatter is self-attractive, so we can expect that it forms 

anti-galaxies and anti-stars, which would emit 

electromagnetic radiation, we could then detect. However 

antimatter, if emitting, should emit advanced radiation, which 

can be undetectable". 

The second researcher also considers a repulsive 

gravitational interaction between matter and antimatter as an 

alternative to dark energy, dark matter and Big Bang, but he 

focuses on the microscopic interactions at the particle level. 

In his view repulsive gravity of virtual particles and 

antiparticles in quantum vacuum can explain several 

observations, including effects usually attributed to dark 

matter [26]. 

3. The Zwicky-Santilli Effect 

The historical accounts outlined in the preceding section 

indicate that Einstein, Hubble, Zwicky, Hoyle, and other 

cosmologists died without accepting the conjecture of the 

expansion of the universe apparently because Hubble’s law z 

= Hd clearly establishes the same redshift for all galaxies at 

the same distance d, in all possible radial directions from 

Earth, thus essentially implying a return to a Ptolemaic view 

of the universe (Fig. 1). 

 

Figure 1. A sculpture illustrating the radial character of the interpretation of 

the Hubble Law z=Hd, via the expansion of the universe with an evident 

return to the Ptolemaic conception of Earth at the center of the universe. 

In order to honor the above view, one of us (R. M. Santilli) 

conducted decades of mathematical, theoretical and 

experimental studies that have confirmed Zwicky’s 

hypothesis via measurements on Earth resulting in an effect 

known as the Zwicky-Santilli effect (for brevity, see the 

collection of references [27]). 

It may be interesting to mention that studies [27] are 

complemented by the suggestive possibility of a continuous 

creation of matter in the universe occurring in the core of 

stars during their synthesis of the neutron from the hydrogen 

atom [28]. 

4. The Proposed Isoselfdual Universe 

The main problem for a return to a static universe is its 

inherent prediction that the universe should collapse due to 

gravitational attractions between galaxies. 

By remembering from Section 1 that could not be resolved 

via theories for matter, in this paper, we present apparently 

for the first time a cosmological model achieving stability of 

the universe via an appropriate distribution of matter and 

antimatter galaxies.  

To avoid a prohibitive length, the understanding of the 

proposed model requires a knowledge of: the isodual theory 

for the classical representation of neutral or charged 

antimatter [29]; the prediction of matter-antimatter 

gravitational repulsion occurring at all levels of study, the 

recent apparent detection of antimatter galaxies via 

telescopes with concave lenses and the recent apparent 

detections of antimatter galaxies, antimatter asteroids, and 

antimatter cosmic rays (for brevity, see list [30] referred 

publications in the field). 

Let us consider a distribution of point-like matter and 

antimatter masses in vacuum only subject to gravitational 

interactions. We can then study the stability of this simplified 

system in order to appraise the correctness of our hypothesis. 

As further simplification, we first consider masses in a one-

dimensional space, and then extend the model to three 

dimensions.  

In order to look for an equilibrium of the system, we have 

to study the first derivative of the state vector, which is 

characterized by position and velocity of the point masses. 

The derivative of position at the initial time is assumed to be 

zero, since masses are assumed to be initially at rest, so the 

only significant component to look at is the derivative of 

velocity. 

 

Figure 2. We illustrate the case of three unit masses in a one-dimensional, 

according to the distribution of one matter mass, one antimatter mass and 

one matter mass under the assumption of matter-antimatter gravitational 

repulsion. 
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Considering all possible permutations of up to 12 masses 

(half of them matter and half antimatter) at uniform finite 

distances, we easily find out that they are never in 

equilibrium, because the resultant acceleration on each mass 

is always different than zero. The use of variable distances 

for the same masses shows that equilibrium can be achieved 

only when distances themselves tend to infinity.  

To better investigate the latter aspect, we study the 

equilibrium of 3 masses only (Fig 2), so that we can plot the 

results in a single graph. Being in one-dimension, there are 

only 2 free coordinates, which are the positions of the second 

and third mass with respect to the first one, and the 

accelerations can be plotted as a 3-D surface (Fig 3). 

 

Figure 3. The graph shows the normalized gravity acceleration acting on 

the three unit masses in the one-dimensional case of Figure 2 versus the 

positions of the masses. The values shown are the sum of absolute values of 

the resultant accelerations acting on each mass, due only to gravitational 

interactions among the masses themselves. From the graph it is possible to 

see that the global acceleration never crosses the zero plane, but it tends to 

decrease asymptotically with the increasing of the distances. In the diagonal 

and at the borders the acceleration tends to infinity because in these cases 

the positions of two of the masses tend to coincide. We have the lowest 

accelerations in the blue parts of the graph, where the masses tend to have 

large equal distances. 

As we can see from Figures 3 to 5, the resultant 

accelerations between matter and antimatter decreases with 

the increase of their distance, and reach equilibrium at a 

mutual distance for which the gravitational repulsion is 

ignorable. 

Therefore, for better readability, we did plot also the 

accelerations in the case of equidistant masses in the 

sequence matter-antimatter-matter (Fig 4). Having only one 

variable, the resulting graph (Fig 5) is two-dimensional, and 

it clearly shows that the accelerations decrease with the 

increasing of distance, tending asymptotically to zero at 

infinity. 

Needless to say, the proposed cosmological model needs 

considerable additional studies. However, it is rather easy to 

show that the extension of the model to two and three 

dimensions readily the same results. 

 

Figure 4. In this case the three u unit masses are considered again in one-

dimension, but they are equidistant. 

 

Figure 5. The graph shows the normalized gravity acceleration acting on 

the three equidistant unit masses with the sequence matter-antimatter-matter 

in one-dimension versus the positions of the masses themselves. We know 

from the previous graph that in this case the acceleration tends to be a 

minimum. From this figure, it is possible to see more clearly that the sum of 

absolute values of accelerations tends asymptotically to zero with the 

increasing of the distances among the masses themselves. 
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5. Conclusions 

By remembering from Section 1 that the stability of the 

universe when solely composed by matter could not be 

consistently achieved via general relativity or other theories, 

we can conclude by saying that the universe can indeed 

achieve stability under the conditions of being composed by 

an equal number of matter and antimatter galaxies having a 

null total mass, matter and antimatter galaxies being at such 

large mutual distances caused by their gravitational repulsion 

at which all gravitational interactions are ignorable.  

Needless to say, the above conditions merely represent limit 

values with large possibilities of local variations, such as: 

individual pairs of matter and antimatter galaxies need not 

necessarily have a null total mass since the gravitational 

repulsion exists also for different masses in absolute value; the 

conditions that the gravitational repulsion between matter and 

antimatter galaxies is ignorable implies very large variations of 

relative distances as well as (moderate) speeds, etc. 

On more advanced grounds, we should note that the 

proposed cosmological model is isoselfdual, in the sense that 

it coincides with its isodual image [29], thus verifying the 

strict invariance under Santilli isoselfdual symmetry given by 

the Poincare' symmetry times its isodual [29]. The most 

rigorous proof of the consistency of our cosmological model 

(we can now call isoselfdual cosmology) can then be proved 

via the invariance under Santilli isoselfdual symmetry. 

Recall that, in order to achieve a classical representation of 

neutral antimatter, it resulted necessary to assume that all 

characteristics of antimatter are opposite those of matter. 

Consequently, it is suggestive to note that all physical 

characteristics of the universe are identically null in our 

isoselfdual cosmology, thus including null total time, null 

total energy, etc. 

The latter feature appears intriguing for quantitative 

studies on the origin of the universe without all calculations 

being lost at the act of creation due to singularities, since in 

the isoselfdual cosmology there is no change of numerical 

value of total physical quantities before and after creation. In 

turn, such a feature appears to support the suggestive 

hypothesis of a continuous creation in the core of matter and 

antimatter stars [28]. 
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